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PROBLEM

Objective: splitting total effect between factors

Conceptual challenges in non-linear problems

Recognized inadequacy of current approaches
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Main task of Quantitative Marketing is effect attribution

 Objective of Quantitative Marketing – and many other applications – is to 

decompose total effect – call it production – into factors’ contributions

 In linear regression factor effects are calculated directly from the model

– Effect = coefficient * variable value 

– Total Production is the sum of individual effects

 In non-linear models, i.e. when Production metric is transformed, Total 

Production cannot be decomposed into individual effects by simple 

scoring



Improper attribution effects strategic marketing decisions…

 Current methods – all variations of marginal effects – underestimate 

magnitudes of actual contributions, especially when both positive and 

negative factors are present

 Consequences: 

– too low ROI estimates

– gap between business perception and analytic estimates regarding effectiveness and 

efficiency of marketing programs

 Results: 

– Improper marketing budget allocation

– Erroneous decisions on continuing or discontinuing marketing programs

– Frustration with and disbelief in analytical recommendations leading to further 

deterioration of marketing decisions
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…with abundance of examples from every day experience

 Real life example:

– European division of an international pharmaceutical company won corporate marketing 

excellence award and decided to implement Marketing Mixed Models to quantify its 

achievements

– Marketing contributions, using standard technique, came too low and marketing ROI 

turned out to be negative contrary to the beliefs of the business

– Client got frustrated and refused to buy into results

– Consulting company lost the division and soon the entire company as a client

 Examples, illustrating potential magnitudes of distortions due to effects 

allocation method, are discussed in detail in the third section
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Business importance proves that this problem is real 

 In terms of scope: non-linear specifications arise all the time

– To reflect decreasing return to scale – Log-log specification

– To model  Close Rates, Probabilities, Odds – Logistic, Probit, Gompertz and Negative 

Exponential

– For other purposes – Semi-log and Log-reciprocal specifications

 In terms of purpose: given spend, total contribution of a marketing factor 

determines return on marketing investment (ROMI) and factor’s 

productivity

– ROMI often is a constraint or even the objective function in optimizing

• Budget allocation between programs

• Overall production level, profit and profitability
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Non-linearity alters the meaning of “factor contribution” 

 Non-linear specifications create implicit interactions in addition to factors’ 

marginal effects

 The very question “how much effect will change in factor i by ∆xi have on 

production” is not well-defined

– The answer will differ depending on the original levels of all factors

– “If in a given factors set factor x factor i changes from xi to xi +∆xi what would be the 

new production level” is a meaningful question under non-linear specification

 When one factor changes, contributions of all factors change, even those 

that do not change themselves

 Differentiation between (previously indistinguishable) questions:

– How much a factor contributes to a change – each factor contributes due to interactions

– How much of a change a factor drives – only changing factors drive change

– Unchanged factors do not drive change but still contribute to it via implicit interactions



Non-linear problems are easy to recognize

 If when asked “How much spending $100K on Google display ads over 

the next month will contribute to your bottom line?”

– Comfortable to answer the question as asked – you assume linear model

– Answer “It depends on how much I spend  on Yahoo” – your model is non-linear

 480 mail pieces to be processed by four people, each with capacity 90 

pieces per hour 

– Linear model: the fifth person with capacity 120 pieces per hour joins them

• Job is finished in an hour instead of 1h 20m

• Contribution of each person is clearly defined

• Total output is the sum of individual outputs

• Extra production and time saving are clearly attributed to the extra person

– Non-linear model: the fifth person joins and reorganizes the work: two people  stuff  the 

envelopes; one seals them, one puts on address labels, one affixes the stamps

• Job is finished in an hour instead of 1h 20m

• There is explicit interaction due to the division of labor

• Individual contributions are not clearly defined

• The fifth person drove the change in production by initiating new work organization but

• Everyone contributed to the new outcome
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The problem is well recognized but not easily solved

 Consulting companies and researchers acknowledge the problem; offer 

alternative solutions… and deem them unsatisfactory

 Typical “solution” is formulated by A. Sönke*) :

– “… we assume (at least conceptually) the existence of sequentially related sources of 

variance.” (p.10)

– Result: unsatisfactory, arbitrary, order-dependent “due-tos” with vast variability of 

contributions’ magnitude depending on the factors order

 A purely gap closing technique: “Expanded Marginal Allocation” assigns 

deficit between actual change and sum of the marginal effects 

proportionally to the absolute value of each effect’s marginal contribution

*) Sönke Albers. A framework for analysis of sources of profit contribution variance between actual and plan, 1997, p.10
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SOLUTION

Properties of proposed solution

How do we know that the proposed solution is “right”

Model specifications covered by the proposed solution
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A proper solution must meet objective’s requirements

 Critical requirements for a “good” allocation scheme:

– Exactly explain Total Production level, Y

– Have decomposition additive in factors 

– Associate contributions with factors’ units (not percentages, odds, etc.) 

– Be order-independent

– Work for positive and negative drivers

– Work for factors’ increases or decreases

 Solution should

– Have clear interpretation

– Be easy to compute

 We obtained such solution for most common non-linear specifications, 

calling it “Total (Factors’) Contributions”, or TC
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Total Contributions satisfy additional desirable properties

 Take into account all factors’ interactions

 Assign to each factor equal share of its interactions with other factors

 Require knowledge of only Production level and factors’ marginal effects

 When attributing how factors drive the change, Total Contributions

– Coincide with marginal effect when only one factor changes

– Are distinct from zero only if marginal effects are non-zero

– Share of every interaction term assigned to a factor depends only on that factor’s 

marginal contribution

– Rank ordered by marginal contributions

– Increase with marginal contributions
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Why proposed attribution is “correct”?

 Any additive Total Effect’s decomposition involves some distortions to 

account for implicit interactions

– Similar to flat map distortion of true Earth’s surface representation by a globe 

– Different maps represent different appropriate projections of a sphere on a plain

 Conceptual correctness is a matter of subjective preference

– Since factors’ contributions are not observable there is no definitive objective criterion 

for correct effects’ attribution 

– Acceptable allocation must satisfy intuitively required properties

– Proper allocation will ideally have other desirable characteristics

– Allocations not meeting the requirements cannot be correct

– The more desirable characteristic an allocation has the easier it can pass as “the 

correct” one

 If model specification is adequate for the business process then the 

proposed allocation is “correct” for given parameters’ values 

 Technical correctness is established by proving the properties



Business considerations also favor TC 

 Programs and factors interact with each other

 Business outcome is a net result of such interactions, with different factors 

pulling the bottom line in opposite directions

 While explicit modeling of interactions is often not practical, they are 

inherent to non-linear models

 These implicit interactions are explicitly and fully captured by TC with 

significant portions of total effects cancelling each other

 Standard methods capture only the tip of the iceberg, represented by 

marginal contributions to the net effects

 TC look closer to intuitively expected contribution levels making more 

sense for business managers
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Proposed solution works for exponential family of models…
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 Log-log specification:

 Logistic, or LOGIT:

 Negative Exponential:

 Log-reciprocal:

 Exponential, or semi-log:

 PROBIT, or NORMIT: , where      

is standard Normal probability distribution function 

 Gompertz, or Extreme-Value:

     nn xbxbaY lnlnln 11  

nn xbxba
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…and can be extended to multiplicative multi-stage models

 Examples of multiplicative two-step production processes: 

– Online business: Conversion = Visits * Conversion Rate

– Hospitality / Storage: Occupancy = Reservation * Close Rate

– Insurance: Policies = Quotes * Close Rate

– Any other industry or business, where Sales = Intent * Consummation Rate

 For two-stage production process:

each stage modeled separately and decomposed into its own Total 

Contributions 

 Total Contributions for the final product, Y(X),
– Depend only on each stage original production level and stages’ Total Contributions

– Reflect interactions between stages

– Treat stages symmetrically

– Works for any combination of Total Contributions at either stage

     XCXQXY 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Impact on business decisions: log-log specification

Impact on business decisions: logistic specification

Impact on business decisions: two stage business decisions
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Illustrative example of a two-stage model 

 A fictitious insurance company, “INCO”, models marketing contribution 

towards binds (i.e. policies) production

 Binds = Quotes * Close Rate, where both Quotes and Close Rate are 

modeled by their own non-linear models

 “Correct” Total Contributions are compared against

– Marginal

– Consecutive Marginal 1 – chain marginal contributions in the order of factors listed in a 

model

– Consecutive Marginal 2 – chain marginal contributions in the reverse order of factors 

listed in a model

– Expanded Marginal (defined on slide 10)

 Contributions distortions by alternative methods vary depending on the 

particular parameters’ and data’ values, and tend to increase with the 

number of factors
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Stage 1: Quotes Model – Log-Log specification 2 31

 INCO estimates that Quotes follow log-log process:

with 4 drivers, 2 of which are marketing programs: Direct Mail and TV 

advertising

 Objective: allocate $1,500,000 weekly marketing budget across two 

tactics to maximize  number of Quotes, subject to constraint of  Cost / 

Quote ≤ $10.00 for either tactic

     nn xbxbaY lnlnln 11  

4
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Stage 1: Quotes Model – without ROMI Constraint 2 31 4

Marketing Tactic Price Optimal Amount Budget Base Unit BU Price Universe

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) $400 1,048.39                419,355$     Piece 0.400$    

TV, TRP $6,000 180.11                    1,080,645$ Impression 0.005$    120 mln.

1,500,000$ 

Optimal Budget Allocation without ROMI constraints

Optimal allocation is determined

from: , or
TV

TV

DM

DM

p

MQ

p
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Stage 1: Quotes Model – without ROMI Constraints 2 31 4

Log-Log Model - Optimal Budget Allocation without Cost / Quote Constraints

Coeff Base Value Planned Value Marginal Total

Consecutive 

Marginal 11)

Consecutive 

Marginal 22)

Expanded 

Marginal

Cost / Quote 

(Marginal)

Cost / Quote 

(TC)

Cost / Quote 

(EM)

Intercept 2,600       

Economic Growth Index 2.65         1.000            1.120                  911               27,712     911                 35,759          1,295           

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) 0.26         1.000            1,048.387          13,260         125,521   17,905           85,349          18,859         31.63$             3.34$             22.24$           

TV, TRP 0.67         1.000            180.108              81,768         172,156   673,517         16,219          116,294       13.22$             6.28$             9.29$              

Competitive Media, TRP (0.27)       1.000            400.000              (2,084)         (190,146) (557,090)       (2,084)           (1,204)          

Quotes Total = 2,600          137,844           93,855         135,244   135,244         135,244        135,244       

Plan vs. Base 135,244              69%

Different Methods of Contributions' Calculations

1)Chain marginal contributions in the order of factors listed in the model
2)Chain marginal contributions in the reverse order of factors listed in the model

Regression 
coefficients

Optimal Factors’ 
allocation

Marginal factors’ 
contributions (only 69% of 
actual excess over base)

Total Contributions (exact 
match of actual excess over 
base)

Three Exact alternative methods 
produce vastly different and 
implausible results

Only TC based 
allocation satisfies 
both ROMI constraints
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Stage 1: Quotes Model – with EM ROMI Constraints 2 31 4

 Optimal Allocation satisfies TC based Cost / Quote constraints but not the EM 

based ones 

 Expanded Marginal (EM) Cost / Quote constraints significantly alter budget 

allocation 

Marketing Tactic Price Optimal Amount Budget Base Unit BU Price Universe

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) $400 133.98                    53,592$       Piece 0.400$    

TV, TRP $6,000 31.71                      190,264$     Impression 0.005$    120 mln.

243,856$     

Optimal Budget Allocation with EM based ROMI constraints Underutilized Budget

$  1,256,144 

84% 

Log-Log Model - Optimal Budget Allocation with EM based Cost / Quote Constraints

Coeff Base Value Planned Value Marginal Total

Expanded 

Marginal

Cost / Quote 

(Marginal)

Cost / 

Quote (TC)

Cost / Quote 

(EM)

Intercept 2,600       

Economic Growth Index 2.65         1.000            1.120                  911               5,873            730                 

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) 0.26         1.000            133.981              6,690           21,624          5,359             8.01$             2.48$           10.00$             

TV, TRP 0.67         1.000            31.711                23,750         33,238          19,026           8.01$             5.72$           10.00$             

Competitive Media, TRP (0.27)       1.000            400.000              (2,084)          (38,119)        (2,499)            

Quotes Total = 2,600          25,216             29,266         22,616          22,616           

Plan vs. Base 22,616                129%

Alternative Contributions' Calculations

Production Decrease

112,627 

82%  



1)Chain marginal contributions in the order of factors listed in the model
2)Chain marginal contributions in the reverse order of factors listed in the model
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Stage 2: Close Rate Model – Logistic specification 

INCO estimates that Close Rate follows logistic process:

with 4 drivers, one of which is a marketing program: TV advertising (at 

Quotes maximizing budget)

nn xbxba
P

P
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Log-Log Model

Coeff Base Value Planned Value Marginal Total

Consecutive 

Marginal 11)

Consecutive 

Marginal 22)

Expanded 

Marginal

Intercept -1.2500

Economic Growth Index 0.1000 1.000 1.120 0.14% 0.14% 0.14% 0.12% 0.12%

Price Index -0.3500 2.000 2.200 -0.80% -0.54% -0.81% -0.70% -0.93%

TV, TRP 0.0023 1.000 180.108 5.60% 6.21% 5.38% 3.59% 4.71%

Competitive Media, TRP -0.0015 1.000 400.000 -5.64% -8.44% -7.34% -5.64% -6.53%

Close Rate Total = 13.60% 10.97% -0.70% -2.63% -2.63% -2.63% -2.63%

Plan vs. Base -2.63% 73.51%

Different Methods of Contributions' Calculations

Marginal factors “miss“  almost three 
quarters of Close Rate change

Total Contributions again 
match actual change exactly

Other Exact methods 
again differ much in result

21
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Stage 2: Close Rate Model – alternative allocations err much

Although small in absolute values, almost all “errors” are double digit in 

relative terms

21

Marginal

Consecutive 

Marginal1)

Consecutive 

Marginal2)

Expanded 

Marginal

Economic Growth Index 1% 1% 18% 16%

Price Index 49% 50% 29% 72%

TV, TRP 10% 13% 42% 24%

Competitive Media, TRP 33% 13% 33% 23%

Average (across factors) 24% 14% 37% 25%

Absolute Percentage Deviation ("Error") from Total Contributions

1)Chain marginal contributions in the order of factors listed in the model
2)Chain marginal contributions in the reverse order of factors listed in the model
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Contribution to the bottom line – Two Stage summary 2 31

 INCO’ ultimate objective: maximize  number of Binds, subject to weekly 

marketing budget constraint of $1,500,000 and with Cost / Bind ≤ $120 

for each marketing program

 Binds maximizing allocation differs from Quotes maximizing one

4

Marketing Tactic Price Optimal Amount Budget Base Unit BU Price Universe

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) $400 727.42                    290,970$     Piece 0.400$    

TV, TRP $6,000 201.51                    1,209,030$ Impression 0.005$    120 mln.

1,500,000$ 

Optimal Budget Allocation without ROMI constraints

Base Plan Change

Quotes 2,600    135,139 132,539 

Close Rate 13.60% 11.46% -2.14%

Binds 354      15,488   15,134   

Summary: Base and Plan Year Binds
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Bottom Line – without ROMI Constraint 2 31 4

Factors Quotes Close Rate Binds Quotes Close Rate Binds Expanded Marginal Expanded Total Marginal Expanded

Economic Growth Index 27,422        0.17% 3,556      911              0.14% 129          102             96% 97%

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) 120,282      - 15,070    11,822        - 1,607      1,277         89% 92% 19.31$  181.01$ 227.77$     

TV, TRP 172,382      7.10% 26,490    88,359        6.38% 17,813    14,156       33% 47% 45.64$  67.87$    85.41$       

Competitive Media, TRP (187,547)    -8.63% (29,441)  (2,084)         -5.64% (312)        (377)           99% 99%

Price Index -               -0.78% (540)        -               -0.80% (21)           (25)             96% 95%

Total 132,539    -2.14% 15,134   99,008      0.08% 19,216   15,134     365%

Total Contributions Marginal Contributions APE, % Cost / Bind

FACTORS' CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOTTOM LINE 

 Optimal Allocation satisfies TC based Cost / Binds constraints but not the 

EM based ones

 EM based Cost / Bind constraints significantly alter budget allocation and 

decrease output

Total Contributions 
exactly match total 
production Marginal contributions 

are quite off

“Expanding” Marginal 
to match actual total

Stage 1 results

Stage 2 results

Combined from Stage 
1 and 2 results

Errors against Total 
Contributions

ROMI constraints 
satisfied only by TC
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Bottom Line – with EM ROMI Constraints 2 31 4

Factors Quotes Close Rate Binds Quotes Close Rate Binds Expanded Marginal Expanded Total Marginal Expanded

Economic Growth Index 22,218        0.23% 3,007      911              0.14% 129          74               96% 98%

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) 82,863        - 10,752    7,304          - 993          571             91% 95% 6.38$    69.03$    120.04$     

TV, TRP 145,456      8.73% 23,522    99,254        7.77% 21,413    12,315       9% 48% 60.86$  66.85$    116.24$     

Competitive Media, TRP (149,218)    -8.97% (24,141)  (2,084)         -5.64% (312)        (445)           99% 98%

Price Index -               -1.23% (655)        -               -0.80% (21)           (30)             97% 95%

Total 101,319    -1.24% 12,485   105,385    1.48% 22,201   12,485     314%

Total Contributions Marginal Contributions APE, % Cost / Bind

FACTORS' CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOTTOM LINE 

Total Contributions 
for new allocation

New Stage 1 results

Stage 2 results

Combined  from Stage 
1 and 2 results

Marginal contributions 
are way off actual

Expanded Marginal 
are not plausible

Huge errors against 
Total Contributions

ROMI constraints 
satisfied  by all
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Bottom Line – loss induced by EM ROMI Constraints 2 31 4

Binds Quotes Close Rate

Unconstrained 15,488 135,139 11.46%

Constrained 12,839 103,919 12.35%

Loss / Gain -2,649 -31,220 0.89%

Percent Loss / Gain -17% -23% 8%

Production Detirioration Caused by Enforcing EM based Cost / Bind Constraints

Marketing Tactic Price Optimal Amount Budget Base Unit BU Price Universe

Direct Mail, (000 pieces) $400 171.40                    68,560$       Piece 0.400$    

TV, TRP $6,000 238.57                    1,431,440$ Impression 0.005$    120 mln.

1,500,000$ 

Optimal Budget Allocation with EM based ROMI constraints

Base Plan Change

Quotes 2,600    103,919 101,319 

Close Rate 13.60% 12.35% -1.24%

Binds 354      12,839   12,485   

Summary: Base and Plan Year Binds
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COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

Scope: where it is relevant

Purpose: what questions it adequately answers
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Commercial Application is a function of Scope and Purpose

 Scope emphasizes business specifics, deals with models’ relevance 

and answers question “where”

– Industries where relevant models are inherent

– Business models where relevant models naturally arise

– Tasks where relevant models representation is prevalent 

 Purpose emphasizes analytical task – always application specific

– In this case it deals with modeled metric decomposition and answers question “how” 

• How result is decomposed into drivers’ contributions

• How much drivers interact with each other

• How to get true return on marketing investment
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Scope: Industries where relevant models are inherent

 Percentages are natural performance metrics, e.g. 

– Health care: percent of success, mortality, survival, etc.

– Education: percent of drop outs, graduates, admission to college, etc.

– Sports: batting averages, completed passes, etc.

 Growth rate are natural performance metrics, e.g. 

– Finance: portfolio growths, returns on investments, etc.

– Government: economic growth statistics, etc.
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Scope: Business models and Tasks

 Business model with naturally distinct (multiplicative) stages, e.g.

– Hospitality / Storage: reservation – occupancy

– Long-distance Transportation: booking - confirmation 

– Insurance: quote – bind

– High education: application – enrollment

– Financial Lending: application – borrowing 

 Task where modeled metric

– Exhibits diminishing return to scale

– Is measured in percentages, probabilities or shares

– Described by logistic (s-shape), exponential or another suitable shape, e.g. 

• New product diffusion

• Production function estimation

 Tasks with objective to estimate

– Growth rate

– Elasticity
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Scope: Special Tasks – Marketing applications

 Marketing Mix Models (MMM)

– Non-linear model specification

– Several stages of acquisition funnel modeled separately

 Multi Touch Attribution (MTA) in digital marketing

– Some companies, e.g. Rocket Fuel, use PROBIT regression directly

– Others, e.g. Adometry, which is now part of Google and VIQ, 

• Assign “partial attributions” to touch points / events

• Use non-linear functions to recommend media buys at aggregate levels with decision metrics 

being probability of conversion for an aggregate segment

– Everybody agrees that MMM is needed to incorporate off-line data, e.g.

• Mass media advertising

• Other marketing activity

• Impact of competition

• Pricing Changes

• Changes in distribution

• Economic environment

• Industry and company specific characteristics



Purpose: How and Why vs. What

 When model is within the application scope the need for Total Factor 

Contributions (TFC) depends on purpose of analysis 

– “What happens?” does not require TFC

– “How and Why it happens?” – i.e. mechanism – requires TFC

 Relevant when Purpose of analysis or reporting includes

– Factor contributions

• Individual or

• Sub groups

– Return on Investment

• By factor

• By groups of factors

• Overall

– Indirect factor’s contribution (i.e. by implicit interaction with other factors)

– Understanding of how incremental buy affects factors contribution
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Purpose: Average vs. Marginal

 TFC is an Attribution metric – not Optimization metric; “average” in nature 

– not “marginal” 

 Appropriate for decisions on

– Adding or cutting the entire factor

• Media channel

• Messaging area

• Station or internet site

• Prospect segment

– Large increments or decrements

 Not relevant for small allocation adjustments
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